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Agenda
• P20 data system context

– What, exactly, is a P20 data system?
– CO P20 data landscape
– P20 data systems in other states

• P20 data uses
– What problems can be solved with P20 data?
– How are these data used in other states?
– How are these data used by/for various audiences?
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What is a P20 data system?
• Often referred to as a State Longitudinal Data System (SLDS)

• Person-level (“unit record”) data system that formally links data elements 
across state agencies.

• Typically, four “core” agencies considered:
– Early childhood
– K12
– Postsecondary
– Workforce

• Many states include data from additional state agencies.
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What a P20 data system is not:
• A data snapshot or “moment in time”

– Data are linked over years; timeframe determined by participating agencies

• Reports

• Data dashboards

• Solely for research use
– There are opportunities for operational use as well

• Owned or managed by one partner agency
– Irrespective  of where the data system is housed
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P20 data systems in other states
• 40 states have P20 data systems

– Often (not always) supported by Federal SLDS grants

• Many best practices and many lessons learned
– Experts joining the group over the next few months to discuss their experiences

• Exemplar states
– Kentucky
– Indiana 
– Tennessee
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KY STATS
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Colorado’s data landscape
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Data use in other states
• Research (“capital R research”) in partnership with faculty

• Applied research for practice, policymaking
– i.e., statutorily mandated annual reports

• Data analysis, presentation for policymakers
– Often ad hoc requests

• Data analysis, presentation for institutional improvement
– i.e., transfer behavior
– Workforce outcomes of graduates, wage information
– Pipeline issues – i.e., where are students coming from when entering higher ed?
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Problems to solve with CO P20
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Issues to grapple with (not today)
• Data security

• Consistent IDs across records

• Building the data infrastructure 

• Governance
– Who can access what data elements?
– What is process for accessing data?
– Who approves data requests?
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Next steps
• Next meeting: Monday, February 26

• CDHE team provides financial value analysis update

• P20 practitioners/experts from other states will join future meetings
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